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Fig. 1 Our central system of vulnerability. It shows the two root causes of child marriage – economic disempowerment and patriarchal
norms – and the two perpetuating factors, legislative loopholes and inefficiencies in implementation. Loops represented include a
poverty – education loop, a poverty – environment loop, and a culture – law loop, which will all be explained later.
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Fig. 2 Poverty – education loop.
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Fig. 3 Poverty – environmental loop
of rural areas.

Fig. 2 Poverty – education loop

Fig. 3 Poverty – environment loop
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Fig. 4 Poverty – information access
– mindset – sexual violence &
contraception loop, a combined
map of 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.

Fig. 4 Poverty – information access – mindset – sexual violence & 
contraception loop
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Fig. 5 Culture – law loop.

Fig. 5 Culture – law loop

Fig. 6 Layers of governmental inefficiencies
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Fig. 7 Our systems map
Also accessible via https://embed.kumu.io/7a93e0a8b5d5e488edc15a4f4160b5da. 

Fig. 7 Our systems map, highlighting intertwining factors influencing Indonesian girls’ vulnerability to child marriage.

Systems Map

https://embed.kumu.io/7a93e0a8b5d5e488edc15a4f4160b5da
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Fig. 8 Iceberg model

Iceberg Model



Fig. 9 Stakeholders’ map
Also accessible via https://embed.kumu.io/cf83adca9b5698ecfa3722faffa0ca01. 
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Fig. 9 A stakeholders’ map.

Stakeholders’ Map

https://embed.kumu.io/cf83adca9b5698ecfa3722faffa0ca01
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Fig. 10 Power & interest map, showing each stakeholder’s willingness and ability in reducing child marriage.
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Fig. 11 Solutions landscape

Solutions Landscape

Fig. 11 Solutions Landscape. This section aims to provide an overview of the interventions that have been implemented in
Indonesia to address child marriage in order to identify the gaps and challenges that need to be addressed.
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Fig. 12 Gaps and levers of change in a chart, which traces back to the four factors in our challenge landscape.
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Gaps & Levers of Change


